Meeting held at Winnellie Park on Sunday, 23 June 2019

WEATHER: Fine       TRACK: Good
Stewards: E Berry (Chief Steward), E Harper
Veterinary Surgeons: R Lauer
Lure Driver: S McGowan

REDECLARATION OF WEIGHTS: Nil

SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Injury: YARINGA LASS
Illness: Nil
Seasonal: Nil

LATE SCRATCHINGS: Nil

FINES: Nil

SATISFACTORY TRIALS: Nil

SUSPENSIONS:
- In the opinion of the Stewards, it was determined that the greyhound YOUR HANGER failed to perform to satisfaction.
  Under R71(1), the Stewards ordered that a satisfactory trial be completed, before being eligible to compete in any further Event.
  - TOWN HALL TULLY, injured in running 28 days from 23/06/2019
  - SUNBAKER, injured in running 10 days from 23/06/2019
  - HUMBLE, injured in running 14 days from 23/06/2019
  - PETE'S KITCHEN, injured in running 10 days from 23/06/2019

SAMPLES TAKEN:
- NADIA'S FUN, Box 8, Race 5
- DEMI, Box 7, Race 7

STEWARDS ADVICE: The following greyhounds were vetted and found not to be injured - MALITA MAGAZINE, PIRATE'S TREASURE, ROCKABYE DAISY and SKYDIVER.

Race 1 - Mixed M/5/312 - Mixed M/5 - 6:34 PM
The greyhounds made an even start. FURIOUS TRUMP and MALITA MAGAZINE bumped shortly after the start of the race. TIARA'S MISS and MALITA MAGAZINE bumped shortly after, causing MALITA MAGAZINE to fall. YOUR HANGER checked off the heels of NOT A BANG in the back straight. SMILEY'S REVENGE checked off the heels of NOT A BANG near the driving tower. FURIOUS TRUMP checked off the heels of TIARA'S MISS near the driving tower. SMILEY'S REVENGE checked off the heels of NOT A BANG on the home turn. TIARA'S MISS checked off the heels of RIDING HER LUCK on the home turn. SMILEY'S REVENGE and NOT A BANG bumped on the home turn. PIZZA TOOL checked off the heels of RIDING HER LUCK on the home turn. SMILEY'S REVENGE and NOT A BANG bumped approaching the home straight.

An examination of the greyhound MALITA MAGAZINE after the race revealed that the greyhound had suffered no apparent injuries.

RESULTS:
1: No.8 PIZZA TOOL at 7.20
2: No.7 TIARA'S MISS at 5.20
3: No.3 RIDING HER LUCK at 8.90
Unplaced Fav: NOT A BANG at 1.70

RUN ON: 8, 7, 3, 5, 4, 1, 6, 2
MARGINS: 1, 1, 3/4, 8 1/2, neck, 29 1/4, 19 3/4
TIME/SPLITS: 18.90, 7.35-11.55
Race 2 - Mixed 2/3/312 - Mixed 2/3 - 7:02 PM
The greyhounds made an even start. TOWN HALL TULLY checked off the heels of PRIOR WARNING in the back straight. RINGBARK LANA checked off the heels of QUETZALLI on the home turn. RINGBARK LANA raced wide on the home turn.

An examination of the greyhound TOWN HALL TULLY after the race revealed that the greyhound had injured its nearside back leg. As a result of this injury, TOWN HALL TULLY was suspended from racing for twenty-eight (28) days.

RESULTS:
1: No.7 PRIOR WARNING at 3.90
2: No.8 NAT'S WISH at 2.90
3: No.4 BALKAN BABE at 6.80

RUN ON: 7, 8, 4, 2, 1, 5
MARGINS: 1 3/4, 1 1/2, 2 1/4, 3, 3 1/2
TIME/SPLITS: 18.21, 7.29-10.92

Race 3 - Best 8/383 - Best 8 - 7:17 PM
The greyhounds made an even start. WEEONA BEC checked off the heels of SWANSEE in the back straight. RAPIDO and SWANSEA SHANNON bumped near the driving tower. RAPIDO raced wide on the home turn. WEEONA BEC checked off the heels of SWANSEE in the home straight.

RESULTS:
1: No.1 HAWK GLIDE at 1.50
2: No.5 CHOICE WAY at 46.30
3: No.8 RAPIDO at 17.20

RUN ON: 1, 5, 8, 7, 2, 4
MARGINS: 3, 2, neck, 1 1/4, 1/2
TIME/SPLITS: 22.45, 11.05-11.40

Race 4 - Grade 4/312 - Grade 4 - 7:32 PM
The greyhounds made an even start. RITTO'S HANGER and SUNBAKER bumped shortly after the start. CROCODILE FLOW and ELITE FALCON bumped shortly after the start. NOT A BULLDOZER checked off the heels of NEVER FEAR near the driving tower. JUNK YARD DIGGER checked off the heels of RITTO'S HANGER on the home turn.

An examination of the greyhound SUNBAKER after the race revealed that the greyhound had injured its offside back leg. As a result of this injury, SUNBAKER was suspended from racing for ten (10) days.

RESULTS:
1: No.7 DARK KEPPER at 2.90
2: No.6 NOT A BULLDOZER at 6.20
3: No.2 ELITE FALCON at 5.20

RUN ON: 7, 6, 2, 8, 5, 1, 3, 4
MARGINS: 2 1/2, head, 2, 1/2, 2 1/4, 1 3/4, 6 3/4
TIME/SPLITS: 18.52, 7.25-11.27

Race 5 - Grade 5/383 - Grade 5 - 7:50 PM
The greyhounds made an even start. FABULOUS CHANCE checked off the heels of SUBLIME CHANCE shortly after the start. MATILDA ROAD checked off the heels of NADIA'S FUN entering the back straight. ELFERN checked off the heels of WELL DONE WOODY entering the back straight. SUBLIME CHANCE checked off the heels of NADIA'S FUN entering the back straight. WELL DONE WOODY checked off the heels of ELFERN in the back straight. TIME AWAY checked off the heels of SUBLIME CHANCE in the back straight. MATILDA ROAD and ELFERN bumped on the home turn. WELL DONE WOODY and TIME AWAY bumped on the home turn.

RESULTS:
1: No.8 NADIA'S FUN at 10.70
2: No.1 COSMIC FORTUNE at 11.00
3: No.5 FABULOUS CHANCE at 2.50

RUN ON: 8, 1, 5, 3, 6, 7, 4, 2
MARGINS: 2 1/2, 1/2, 3 1/2, 1, 1, 4 3/4, 1/2
TIME/SPLITS: 22.68, 11.14-11.54

Race 6 - Best All Rounder (Final)/537 - Free For All - 8:12 PM
The greyhounds made an even start. JESSIE QUICK checked off the heels of MAURITIAN DYNAMO shortly after the start. HUMBLE and ISLAND GIRL bumped shortly after the start. SPRING DOUBLE and ISLAND GIRL bumped shortly after the start. MAURITIAN DYNAMO and ISLAND GIRL bumped on the first turn. SPRING DOUBLE and BUSTER NORRIS bumped on the first turn. JESSIE QUICK and MAURITIAN DYNAMO bumped on the home turn. ISLAND GIRL checked off the heels of MAURITIAN DYNAMO approaching the home straight.

An examination of the greyhound HUMBLE after the race revealed that the greyhound had injured its nearside back leg. As a result of this injury, HUMBLE was suspended from racing for fourteen (14) days.

RESULTS:
1: No.3 DUST AND SAND at 11.70
2: No.7 SPRING DOUBLE at 7.90
3: No.4 DESTINI DELTA at 3.70
Unplaced Fav: JESSIE QUICK at 2.10

RUN ON: 3, 7, 4, 8, 2, 1, 9, 5
MARGINS: 1, 1 1/4, 1 1/4, 2 3/4, 1/2, 1 1/2, 36
TIME/SPLITS: 32.02, 5.36-12.30

Race 7 - Grade 5/312 - Grade 5 - 8:28 PM
The greyhounds made an even start. ROCKABYE DAISY, PIRATES TREASURE and WHISPER QUICK bumped shortly after the start. ROCKABYE DAISY galloped on PIRATES TREASURE causing both greyhounds to fall. WEEONA WENDY and SKYDIVER bumped at the driving tower. WEEONA WENDY checked off the heels of SKYDIVER shortly after.

An examination of the greyhound ROCKABYE DAISY after the race revealed that the greyhound had suffered no apparent injuries.

An examination of the greyhound PIRATES TREASURE after the race revealed that the greyhound had suffered no apparent injuries.

An examination of the greyhound SKYDIVER after the race revealed that the greyhound had suffered no apparent injuries.

RESULTS:
1: No.7 DEMI at 3.00
2: No.8 CRASH ZONE at 4.40
3: No.6 SHE'S ENOUGH at 40.70

RUN ON: 7, 8, 6, 3, 5, 4, 1, 2
MARGINS: 2 1/4, 4, 2 1/4, 1, 9 3/4, 36 1/2, 41 3/4
TIME/SPLITS: 7.36, 18.43-11.07

Race 8 - Mixed M/4/5/537 - Mixed M/4/5 - 8:45 PM
The greyhounds made an even start. NO STRESS and MISS SLAB bumped shortly after the start. NO STRESS and ALLEN ICHIRO bumped shortly after the start. PETE'S KITCHEN checked off the heels of RIOLI shortly after the start. NO STRESS and MISS SLAB bumped on the first turn. MISS SLAB and RIOLI bumped on the first turn. RIOLI and EIGHT GREEN CANS bumped on the first turn. RIOLI checked off the heels of EIGHT GREEN CANS shortly after. PETE'S KITCHEN and NO STRESS bumped near the catching pen. MISS SLAB checked off the heels of NO STRESS near the catching pen. PETE'S KITCHEN checked off the heels of MISS SLAB entering the back straight. RIOLI raced wide on the home turn.

An examination of the greyhound PETE'S KITCHEN after the race revealed that the greyhound had injured its nearside back leg. As a result of this injury, PETE'S KITCHEN was suspended from racing for ten (10) days.

RESULTS:
1: No.8 EIGHT GREEN CANS at 1.60
2: No.6 RIOLI at 10.20
3: No.1 UNPOSSIBLE at 6.60

RUN ON: 8, 6, 1, 2, 4, 3, 7
MARGINS: 1, neck, 2, 6 3/4, head, 5 1/4
TIME/SPLITS: 31.98, 5.45-12.14

Race 9 - Mixed 4/5/312 - Mixed 4/5 - 9:07 PM
The greyhounds made an even start. SECRET GOLD checked off the heels of PRIYA MONELLI shortly after the start, causing SECRET GOLD to fall back. KAPPA checked off the heels of PRIYA MONELLI in the back straight. ANDREW'S GIFT, WILDASH KAMILARO and OUT THERE JERRY bumped near the driving tower. OUT THERE JERRY checked off the heels of PRIYA MONELLI near the driving tower. PRIYA MONELLI checked off the heels of PING PONG SUMMER near the driving tower. WILDASH KAMILARO checked off the heels of ANDREW'S GIFT on the home turn. ANDREW'S GIFT checked off the heels of PRIYA MONELLI on the home turn. KAPPA checked off the heels of OUT THERE JERRY on the home turn. PING PONG SUMMER checked off the heels of SMILEY'S HOPE on the home turn. OUT THERE JERRY checked off the heels of PING PONG SUMMER in the home straight.

RESULTS:
1: No.8 SMILEY'S HOPE at 11.30
2: No.7 PRIYA MONELLI at 14.70
3: No.1 ANDREW'S GIFT at 33.60
Unplaced Fav: OUT THERE JERRY at 2.10

RUN ON: 8, 7, 1, 3, 4, 6, 2, 5
MARGINS: 3 1/4, 3/4, 3 1/4, neck, nose, 3/4, 7 1/2
TIME/SPLITS: 18.44, 7.41-11.03

The greyhounds made an even start. EIGHT PRINCES checked off the heels of BYE FELICIA shortly after the start. EIGHT PRINCES checked off the heels of BYE FELICIA entering the back straight. BYE FELICIA checked off the heels of IMITATE entering the back straight, causing BYE FELICIA to fall back. FARMIN checked off the heels of NO HUMBUG entering the back straight. JAMIE MARIE checked off the heels of IMITATE near the driving tower. BETTY TURPIN checked off the heels of ROCKABYE DEMI near the driving tower. BYE FELICIA and FARMIN bumped on the home turn. NO HUMBUG raced wide on the home turn. EIGHT PRINCES checked off the heels of BETTY TURPIN approaching the home straight.

RESULTS:
1: No.5 IMITATE at 5.90
2: No.1 JAMIE MARIE at 4.50
3: No.2 BETTY TURPIN at 5.70
Unplaced Fav: FARMIN at 4.40

RUN ON: 5, 1, 2, 3, 8, 7, 6, 4
MARGINS: 3, 3/4, 3, neck, 1, 2 1/4, 6 1/4
TIME/SPLITS: 22.39, 11.08-11.31